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 All The Time In The World
A Book of Hours
by Jessica K. Jenkins

ISBN: 9780385535410
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-10-29
Pages: 320
Price: $33.00

Entertaining, unexpected, and full of charm, the follow-up to Jessica Kerwin Jenkins's Encyclopedia of the Exquisite presents a miscellany of engaging
stories, detailing the intriguing customs, traditions, and guilty pleasures pursued throughout the ages.
 
All the Time in the World takes its cue from an iconic component of medieval life, the book of hours, which prescribed certain readings and contemplations
for certain parts of the day throughout the year. Divided into more than seventy-five entries, All the Time in the World is brimming with witty bons mots,
interesting etymologies, and arresting anecdotes encompassing an array of cultures and eras. Subjects covered include the daylong ceremony of laying a
royal Elizabethan tablecloth; the radicalization of sartorial chic in 1890s Paris; Nostradamus's belief in the aphrodisiac power of jam; the sensuous practice of
sniffing incense in fifteenth-century Japan; the American fascination with flaming desserts; the short-lived artistic discipline of "lumia," or visual music; the
evolution of coffee from a religious ritual to a forbidden delight in the Middle East; Henriette d'Angeville's fearless and wine-fueled ascent of Mont Blanc;
the elaborate treasure hunts concocted by London's Bright Young Things; and the musical revolution known as bebop. An antidote to the contemporary cult
of "getting things done," All the Time in the World revives forgotten treasures of the past while inspiring a passion for good living in the present.

 The Cave And The Light
Plato Versus Aristotle, and the Struggle for the Soul of Western Civilization
by Arthur Herman

ISBN: 9780553807301
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-10-22
Pages: 704
Price: $40.00

Plato vs. Aristotle and the Struggle for the Soul of Western Civilization
1st Printing 40,000

 Heretics And Heroes
How Renaissance Artists and Reformation Priests Created Our World
by Thomas Cahill

ISBN: 9780385495578
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Hinges of History
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-10-29
Pages: 368
Price: $33.50

From the inimitable bestselling author Thomas Cahill, another popular history--this one focusing on how the innovations of the Renaissance and the
Reformation changed the Western world. A truly revolutionary book.
 
In Volume VI of his acclaimed Hinges of History series, Thomas Cahill guides us through the thrilling period of the Renaissance and the Reformation (the
late fourteenth to the early seventeenth century), so full of innovation and cultural change that the Western world would not experience its like again until the
twentieth century. Beginning with the continent-wide disaster of the Black Death, Cahill traces the many developments in European thought and experience
that served both the new humanism of the Renaissance and the seemingly abrupt religious alterations of the increasingly radical Reformation. This is an age
of the most sublime artistic and scientific adventure, but also of newly powerful princes and armies and of newly found courage, as many thousands refuse to
bow their heads to the religious pieties of the past.  It is an era of just-discovered continents and previously unknown peoples. More than anything, it is a
time of individuality in which a whole culture must achieve a new balance if the West is to continue.
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 A History Of Britain In Thirty-six Postage Stamps

by Chris West

ISBN: 9781250035509
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Picador
Pub. Date: 2013-10-22
Pages: 288
Price: $32.00

STAMPS TELL A STORY-AND CHRIS   WEST'S BOOK   IS THE UNIQUE, FASCINATING TALE OF GREAT BRITAIN TOLD THROUGH ITS
STAMPS.Hailed by  The Times  of London as "a splendid reminder of the philatelic glories of the past," this unique book tells the breathtaking history of
Britain through thirty-six of its fascinating, beautiful, and sometimes eccentric postage stamps. West shows that stamps have always mirrored the events,
attitudes, and styles of their time. Through them, one can glimpse the whole epic tale of an empire unfolding. From the famous Penny Black,
printed&nbsptwo years after&nbspQueen Victoria's coronation, to the Victory! Stamp of 1946, anticipating the struggle of postwar reconstruction- A History
of Britain in Thirty-six Postage Stamps &nbspis&nbsphugely entertaining and idiosyncratic romp, told&nbspin Chris West's lively prose.On their own,
stamps can be curiosities, even artistic marvels; in this book, stamps become a window into the larger sweep of history. -    With deckle edge and full-color
reproductions throughout -    For fans of  A History of the World in 100 Objects  and  Lady Almina and the Real Downton Abbey  -    A perfect gift for
Anglophiles, philatelists, and armchair historians

 Inside The Red Border
A history of our world, told through the pages of TIME magazine
by TIME

ISBN: 9781618930828
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Time Home Entertainment, Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-10-15
Pages: 272
Price: $37.95

As a unique window on the world, the cover of Time is the most celebrated and coveted showcase in print journalism. People who have had their faces on
Time's cover-Presidents and movie stars, corporate titans and sporting legends-consider it one of the highest forms of recognition. To Time's worldwide
audience of nearly 50 million, the cover declares, "Dear reader, we've decided this is important for you to know." 

In this book, thousands of weekly statements of who and what matters are telescoped into a single, never-before-assembled volume that traces our modern
history through Time's iconic artwork and cover stories that became an influential part of the news they were covering. Time's cover, "has never lost its
power to immediately send the signal...that in some way history is being made before our eyes." That power was reasserted as recently at May 2012 by
Time's instantly famous cover, "Are You Mom Enough?" 

Interviews with former and current magazine editors will bring insight and a revealing look at how TIME chooses to cover historic moments within its iconic
red borders
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 The Massey Murder

A Maid, Her Master and the Trial that Shocked a Country
by Charlotte Gray

ISBN: 9781443409230
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2013-09-10
Pages: 336
Price: $33.99

A scandalous crime, a sensational trial, a surprise verdict--the true story of Carrie Davies, the maid who shot a Massey
In February 1915, a member of one of Canada's wealthiest families was shot and killed on the front porch of his home in Toronto as he was returning from
work. Carrie Davies, an 18-year-old domestic servant, quickly confessed. But who was the victim here? Charles "Bert" Massey, a scion of a famous family,
or the frightened, perhaps mentally unstable Carrie, a penniless British immigrant? When the brilliant lawyer Hartley Dewart, QC, took on her case, his
grudge against the powerful Masseys would fuel a dramatic trial that pitted the old order against the new, wealth and privilege against virtue and honest hard
work. Set against a backdrop of the Great War in Europe and the changing faceof a nation, this sensational crime is brought to vivid life for the first time.
As in her previous bestselling book, Gold Diggers--now in production as a Discovery Television miniseries--multi-award-winning historian and biographer
Charlotte Gray has created a captivating narrative rich in detail and brimming with larger-than-life personalities, as she shines alight on a central moment in
our past.

 Mr. Seldon's Map Of China
Decoding the Secrets of a Vanished Cartographer
by Timothy Brook

ISBN: 9781770893535
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: House of Anansi Press Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-09-28
Pages: 336
Price: $29.95

Selected for The Globe 100 Books in 2013.A fascinating work of history, biography, cartography, and literary mystery, Mr Selden's Map of China unlocks
the secrets behind a recently discovered map of China like no other of its time.In 1659, a vast and unusual map of China arrived in the Bodleian Library,
Oxford. It was bequeathed by John Selden, a London business lawyer, political activist, former convict, MP, and the city's first Orientalist scholar. Largely
ignored, it remained in the bowels of the library, until called up by an inquisitive reader. When Timothy Brook saw it in 2009, he realized that the Selden
Map was "a puzzle that had to be solved": an exceptional artefact so unsettlingly modern-looking it could almost be a forgery. But it was genuine, and what
it has to tell us is astonishing. It shows China, not cut off from the world, but a participant in the embryonic networks of global trade that fuelled the rise of
Europe -- and now power China's ascent. And it raises as many question as it answers: How did John Selden acquire it? Where did it come from? Who re-
imagined the world in this way and, most importantly, what can it tell us about the world at that time? Like a cartographic detective, award-winning author
and historian Timothy Brook has provided answers. From the Gobi Desert to the Philippines, from Java to Tibet, and into China itself, Brook uses the map to
tease out the varied elements that defined this crucial period in China's history.

 Mustang: 50 Years
Fifty Years:Celebrating America's Only True Pony Car
by Donald Farr

ISBN: 9780760343968
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: MBI Publishing Company
Pub. Date: 2013-10-13
Pages: 256
Price: $55.00

In the early 1960s, Lee Iacocca--then director of the Ford division at  Ford Motor Company--convinced Henry Ford II to produce a sporty four-seat  car
aimed at the emerging youth market. That car, essentially a  reconfigured and re-skinned Falcon economy car, became the Ford Mustang,  and it changed the
automotive world like no other car before or since.  In Mustang: Fifty Years, acclaimed Mustang writer Donald  Farr celebrates this unbroken lineage of
muscle: its phenomenal  first-year sales, the new "pony car" genre it pioneered, and subsequent  models that include the Mustang GT, Shelby GT350, Shelby
GT500, Super  Cobra Jet, Boss 302 and Boss 429--all part of a line of American  performance cars that continues on to this day. With 400 photos of the 
USA's iconic sports car and released in tandem with the Mustang's 50th  anniversary, Mustang: Fifty Years is a must on the bookshelf of any gearhead or
Ford aficionado.
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 On Paper

The Everything of Its Two-Thousand-Year History
by Nicholas A. Basbanes

ISBN: 9780307266422
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-10-15
Pages: 448
Price: $40.00

A Best Book of the Year: Mother Jones, Bloomberg News, Kirkus Reviews 

A consideration of all things paper--its invention that revolutionized human civilization; its thousand-fold uses (and misuses), proliferation, and sweeping
influence on society; its makers, shapers, collectors, and pulpers--written by the admired cultural historian and author of the trilogy on all things book-
related: A Gentle Madness; Patience and Fortitude ("How could any intelligent, literate person not just love this book?"--Simon Winchester); and A Splendor
of Letters ("Elegant, wry, and humane"--AndrÃ© Bernard, New York Observer).

 Nicholas Basbanes writes about paper, from its invention in China two thousand years ago to its ideal means, recording the thoughts of Islamic scholars and
mathematicians that made the Middle East a center of intellectual energy; from Europe, by way of Spain in the twelfth century and Italy in the thirteenth at
the time of the Renaissance, to North America and the rest of the inhabited world.

 Basbanes writes about the ways in which paper has been used to record history, make laws, conduct business, and establish identities . . . He makes clear
that without paper, modern hygienic practice would be unimaginable; that as currency, people will do almost anything to possess it . . . that the Industrial
Revolution would never have happened without paper on which to draw designs and blueprints.

 We see paper's crucial role in the unfolding of historical events, political scandals, and sensational trials: how the American Revolution which took shape
with the Battle ...

 One Summer
America, 1927
by Bill Bryson

ISBN: 9780385661652
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 528
Price: $34.95

In the summer of 1927, America had a booming stock market, a president who worked just four hours a day (and slept much of the rest of the time), a semi-
crazed sculptor with a mad plan to carve four giant heads into an inaccessible mountain called Rushmore, a devastating flood of the Mississippi, a
sensational murder trial and a youthful aviator named Charles Lindbergh who started the summer wholly unknown and finished it as the most famous man
on earth (so famous that Minnesota consider renaming itself after him). 

It was the summer that saw the birth of talking pictures, the invention of television, the peak of Al Capone's reign of terror, the horrifying bombing of a
school in Michigan by a madman, the ill-conceived decision that led the Great Depression, the thrillingly improbable return to greatness of a wheezing, over-
the-hill baseball player named Babe Ruth and an almost impossible amount more. 

In this hugely entertaining book, Bill Bryson spins a story of brawling adventure, reckless optimism and delirious energy. With the trademark brio, wit and
authority that have made him our favorite writer of narrative non-fiction, he rolls out an unforgettable cast of vivid and eccentric personalities to bring to life
a forgotten summer when America came of age, took centre stage and changed the world forever.
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 To The Letter

by Simon Garfield

ISBN: 9781592408351
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gotham
Pub. Date: 2013-11-19
Pages: 464
Price: $29.00

The New York Times bestselling author of Just My Type and On the Map offers an ode to letter writing and its possible salvation in the digital age. 
  
   Few things are as exciting--and potentially life-changing--as discovering an old letter. And while etiquette books still extol the practice, letter writing
seems to be disappearing amid a flurry of e-mails, texting, and tweeting. The recent decline in letter writing marks a cultural shift so vast that in the future
historians may divide time not between BC and AD but between the eras when people wrote letters and when they did not. So New York Times bestselling
author Simon Garfield asks: Can anything be done to revive a practice that has dictated and tracked the progress of civilization for more than five hundred
years?
  
   In To the Letter, Garfield traces the fascinating history of letter writing from the love letter and the business letter to the chain letter and the letter of
recommendation. He provides a tender critique of early letter-writing manuals and analyzes celebrated correspondence from Erasmus to Princess Diana. He
also considers the role that letters have played as a literary device from Shakespeare to the epistolary novel, all the rage in the eighteenth century and alive
and well today with bestsellers like The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society. At a time when the decline of letter writing appears to be irreversible,
Garfield is the perfect candidate to inspire bibliophiles to put pen to paper and create "a form of expression, emotion, and tactile delight we may clasp to our
heart."
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